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Video On Line - 10 key features

1. Video On Line is an Internet-based on-line service launched in January 1995 by the Grauso Group, an Italian media group (TV, radio 
and daily press), with interests in Italy and Poland.

2. It is an open system, totally integrated into the Internet and therefore accessible to anyone surfing the net. Video On Line's
philosophy is that the new world of information should not present physical or psychological barriers but should be open to anyone
and everyone.

3. It is a technologically advanced system, developed and continually updated in collaboration with the CRS4 research centre in 
Cagliari, Italy, led by Nobel Prizewinner Carlo Rubbia. Important international partners contribute to the development of the system: 
these include  Hewlett Packard, Fulcrum, Teknema, Telecom Italia, Unisource, and Sprint. Video On Line has also begun a profitable
collaboration with Media Lab of MIT in Boston.

4. The system is based on a series of servers around the world, connected by high speed telecommunications lines. Video On Line has
the most powerful connectivity between Europe and the United States (more than 6Mbps split between 4 dedicated lines). Other lines
are directed towards various European, African and Asian countries.

5. The access network in Italy consists of 34 nodes in as many cities; this will increase to 70 by the end of 1995. Access points will also
be open in the major European cities by the same time.

6. It is an international system, with a multi-lingual and multi-local logic: a local service network at every level (from civic networks to 
national services), connected by a single global system, in line with the nature of the Internet.

7. During May and June 1995 the Video On line project was presented in 31 countries, with the aim of developing in each - with a local
partner - services which reflect the language and culture of that country or region. VOL is reaching agreements in many countries, 
including the USA, Russia, Spain, Greece, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Turkey, Malta, Kenya, Tunisia and South Africa.

8. In collaboration with the Californian company Teknema, Video On Line has developed a browser available in 18 languages, including
Arabic and Chinese. The browser is available on-line at no cost, and is kept continually up to date through the use of the best 
technology available, at an international standard.

9. VOL has invested a great deal in the promotion of its trademark all over the world. Many international publications, including
Business Week, Wired, and The Independent have devoted space to coverage of Video On Line.

10. VOL has available a complete service for the publication of Web pages (design, HTML, hosting, mirroring, referencing, promotion, 
development and management of discussion groups, accounting, access monitoring, billing and management of on-line transactions). 
The Video On Line server currently receives approximately 230,000 "hits" a day.
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